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THE UK-10 ION THRUSTER TEST PROGRAMME
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Staff of the Space Applications Department (Principal Author S.D.Watson),
AEA Technology, Culham Laboratory,
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ABSTRACT and the implications of the use of xenon. This
programme successfully resulted in showing

This paper describes the current test that the T5 thruster could operate in a stable

programme of the UK-10 xenon ion thruster condition at thrust levels in excess of 50 mN

at the Culham Laboratory of AEA Technology. "'. The nominal thrust level initially was

The thruster has been installed in a dedicated specified at 10 mN with a beam voltage of 950

cryopumped facility at Culham. Testing has volts (corresponding to an exhaust velocity of

been performed using both laboratory power 37 km/s), as had been the case when mercury

supplies and a breadboard Power was the propellant. These values were to be

Conditioning and Control Equipment (PCCE). maintained as the nominal level for the UK-
The structure of the test programme is 10 thruster system.

outlined, its main goals are identified as
mission representative cyclic testing (500 hour The test programme for the T5 thruster used

and 2000 hour), Electromagnetic laboratory flow controllers and power

Compatibility testing and operational supplies. A programme was therefore

checkout with the Engineering Models of the established at Marconi Space Systems (now

PCCE and PSME. The test results obtained to Matra Marconi Space UK Ltd.) to develop

date show performance is much as expected. first the breadboard and then flight versions
of a Propellant Supply and Monitoring
Equipment (PSME) and a Power Conditioning

1.0 INTRODUCTION and Control Equipment (PCCE).

The UK-10 Ion Thruster has its heritage in Meanwhile plans were being initiated for a

the T" series ion thrusters developed by the major test programme at Culham involving a

Royal Aircraft Establishment (RAE), now flight quality UK-10 thruster and the

Defence Research Agency (DRA), Aerospace requisite PSME and PCCE.
Division and AEA Technology, Culham
Laboratory. These thrusters originally ran on At the initiation of these two parallel

mercury propellant in a programme during activities, towards the now titled UK-10 Ion

the 1960's and 1970's. Testing took place at Propulsion Subsystem (IPS) programme, there

RAE Farnborough and Culham Laboratory in was no potential space flight opportunity

Oxfordshire, culminating in successful testing defined. However at about this time the

of the T4A mercury ion thruster of 10 mN opportunity arose to fly an experiment on an

thrust. European Space Agency spacecraft, then
called SAT-2 now known as ARTEMIS, the

The UK ion thruster programme restarted in Advanced Relay Technology MISsion. Also

1985 with the decision to develop an electron around this time an RFP was issued by

bombardment ion thruster of the 'T series INTELSAT to investigate some aspects of

type utilising xenon as the propellant. The integrating an Ion Propulsion Package (IPP)

changes from the mercury programme of the onto a large communications satellite, such as

1970's was minimal. The same thrust level INTELSAT 7.

and exhaust velocity was to be maintained.
Simplifications in power supplies occurred due The rest of this paper describes the test

to the use of a gas rather than a liquid metal, programme planned at Culham for the UK

however an increase in complexity of the government sponsored programme to test the

propellant management was incurred. UK-10 thruster, PSME and PCCE, and the
contract won from INTELSAT. The

Work at Culham therefore concentrated on applicability of the programme to the ESA

experimenting with the T4A and its derivative ARTEMIS spacecraft is inherent in the

the T5 ion thruster to investigate performnnce Irogrannme planning. Minimal st results are
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presented here, as these can be found in * Demonstrate performance of the UK-
another paper at this conference3 . 10 thruster at 25 mN.

* Identify operating regime at nominal
2.0 THE TEST PROGRAMME conditions.

The work at Culham on the UK-10 test * Investigate ion beam interaction
programme is let under two contracts from phenomena of beam by diagnostic
DRA, Aerospace Division. The first is the, means.
'Lifetest and Reliability Demonstration of T5
Ion Thruster'. This is the basic test * Perform short duration (500 hour) test
programme for the UK-10 thruster and is to investigate dual and triple grid
funded by the British National Space Centre assemblies to determine preferred
(BNSC). The second is'Evaluation and testing option.
of spacecraft / xenon ion thruster interfaces'
and is a subcontract to DRA on an INTELSAT * Investigate EMC phenomena of UK-
contract. The two contracts are integrated to 10 thruster.
form a single programme. In general the
BNSC contract concentrates on the standard * Perform long duration cyclic life
UK-10 thruster with its two grid ion testing of the thruster to determine
extraction system. The INTELSAT work is life limiting factors.
related to the three grid system version of the
UK-10. The detail of the work packages identified on

the programme schedule are given below.
The relationship of the AEA Technology
programme to the IPP implementation on
ARTEMIS should be noted. The ARTEMIS 2.1 Initial UK-10 Performance Check
IPP will operate at 18 mN due to spacecraft
power limitations. The AEA Technology At the start of the current UK-10 programme,
programme is geared toward the 25 mN future spacecraft, missions were clearly
implementation of the UK-10. However the demanding a higher thrust level than the 10
higher thrust level simply places a greater mN specified previously. This was not a
load on the equipments which can be very problem for the UK-10 thruster which had
easily throttled back to the ARTEMIS been successfully run at levels up to 70 mN.
requirements. The aim of the programme is to The new nominal level that had been specified
verify the performance at 25 mN which is for the UK-10 was 25 mN at 1100 volts beam
very much a 'worst case', voltage, with the specific parameters given in

Table 1.
S. 1 1994 i4w Table 1

- - UK-10 Ion Thruster Nominal Parameters
In lial UK 10pr n, ch-ck.

C :- p (\PSM checkuu a d diarouic usaIl Parameter Units Nominal Value

1 ~ b int on 2: W UK 1u Thrust Level mN 25

[ J1 500 , . 3 gnd in Specific Impulse s 3200

L] EM( IonJ U Propellant Efficiency % 80
ARIE ISIa h _______

2 1 h,. .. [ .__ .,,,,.l a Total Efficiency % 70

Ion Production Cost W/A 220

Figure 1 UK-10 Test Programme Barchart Total Thruster Power W 640

Power to Thrust ratio W/mN 25.6

The barchart of Figure 1 shows a plan of the
existing programme and the timescales as of
September 1' 1991. The main work packages
as detailed on the barchart are detailed later
in this paper. The main goals to which the An early aim was to verify performance at the
programme as shown is geared are as follows, new nominal thrust level. The thruster was to
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be operated using laboratory power supplies Figure 3 shows the finer performance map

as in past programmes at Culham, as this around the desired performance point. The

enables flexibility of operation during a nominal operating point is indicated as 2.6

performance mapping exercise. This mapping amps of discharge current and 220 milliamps

was intended first to look at the broad of magnet current.
540 fmA cqv fow

performance of the thruster and then narrow vb - 1100 3 A

the parameters to a nominal set for the 25 -60

mN operating point.
250-

A change to previous testing was the
introduction of a breadboard and then 2.8 A

engineering model of the propellant flow

control system proposed for flight units. The
breadboard PSME was only used on initial 230 -

trials to checkout the viability of the method.

Its purely analogue electronics operation was 22 
3 1

not suitable for further testing. The EM 22

PSME was incorporated into the facility and 24 2.4 A

used for subsequent testing. It is controlled by 210 26

a microcomputer and simple electronics. 0v (Vols 27 28 29 30

Testing verified that the UK-10 ion thruster 70 75 80 85 90 95
could indeed be operated stably at 25 mN of propeuant Udtiation Efficincy (%)

thrust. The specific impulse produced was Figure 3 UK-10 Fine Performance Map

estimated at approximately 3200 seconds,
with neutraliser flow taken into account. The final task performed was to simulate

Figure 2 shows a wide performance map for cyclic running of the thruster. This was

the thruster. The beam voltage (1100 volts) performed under laboratory power supply

and total propellant flow (540 mAeq, milliamp control. The thruster was started and its

equivalent flow rate) to the thruster are set. operating parameters set to values defined

The discharge current and magnet current are during the fine mapping exercise described

then varied and the change in beam current above. The power supplies were then left

is measured, from which propellant utilisation untouched, that is no control adjustments

efficiency can be calculated. A figure of 85% is were made, for a run time of two hours.

required at 540 mAeq. flow into the thruster, Figure 4 shows a typical time history derived

to produce the 25 mN thrust, from these tests, where the propellant
utilisation efficiency was recorded over the on

WOm A f., period. In all twelve 2 hour tests were

- performed, some at slightly varying thruster
Sparameters. The stability of the thruster was

shown by these tests to be very good.

S35A

1(10
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S2 
22 2 A

40 50 60 3 o 90 lo

Propella Utlisanon Efficiency i%) I )

Figure 2 UK-10 Wide Performance Map I'AI Ii )

Figure 4 Thruster Operation Stability
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This phase of the programme has been The solar cells, sputter monitors and QCM
completed satisfactorily, are located on static points in the facility.

They are maintained at a constant
temperature by a water heating system.

2.2 PCCE/PSME Checkout and Figure 5 shows the inside of the facility with
Diagnostic Installation these main items identified.

The next phase in the programme is to install N Cryop . .
the breadboard PCCE which will power the 3-Axis P
thruster in the rest of the test programme carage
and checkout its operation. During this period
the diagnostics which will be used to
investigate thruster interactions are installed
into the facility.

The PCCE and the trolley on which it and its
support equipment sits is easily integrated
into the test facility. The power cables from
the PCCE replace those of the laboratory a sndp m
supplies used earlier. Several safety interlock Mound sucMre
connections also have to be made between the
PCCE and the facility control system.

UK-IO lo Thruse
on mount

A detailed description of the diagnostics is EM e
given in reference 3. Briefly they consist of;

* A beam probe, based on a Faraday Figure 5 Inside the UK-10 Test Facility
cup, to measure beam current. In this
way a profile of the beam can be The diagnostics data acquisition system, DAS,
determined, is based on an IBM PC clone and written in

the 'C' language. Data from the beam probe,
* A Time of Flight (ToF) analyser. This ToF, QCM and solar cells are recorded via

looks at the relative charge of xenon Analogue to Digital Converters and the data
ions in the beam to determine the stored on disc. The data can then be analysed
Xe** to Xe fraction. at leisure offline. Data is stored as CSV

(comma separated values) for maximum
* Thermocouples are placed on the flexibility as many 'off the shelf analysis,

thruster at strategic points to graphics and spreadsheet software packages
measure its temperature. can access this data directly.

* Calibrated solar cells are used to To date, test and checkout of the PCCE by
determine the effect of sputtered Matra Marconi staff has been done with
material deposition in a quantitative reasonable success. Full thruster operation
manner. has not yet been achieved. Operation of the

thruster in a discharge only mode has been
* Sputter monitors of silica glass are successfully accomplished. The software

used to measure sputter qualitatively control system for the PCCE has proved the
so that its source may be determined. most problematical. Other minor problems

with the computer to hardware interfaces
* A Quartz Crystal Monitor is also used have occurred.

as a quantitative measuring device for
sputter. Total deposition mass and It is considered that most problems are now
rate can be measured. resolved and successful operation of the

thruster with the PCCE is expected soon.
The first two items, the beam probe and the Completion of this phase of the programme
ToF analyser are located on a 3-axis carriage will then be achieved.
mechanism that can traverse the facility to
measure the thruster beam characteristics. Test verification of all of the diagnostics has
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been performed. The solar cells were checked 2.3 500 Hour Cyclic Lifetest on 2 Grid
out in air within the facility. A light source in UK-10
the facility ceiling illuminates them and the
cell output is recorded by the diagnostics data There are a number of concerns regarding the

acquisition system. The output was found to contamination that can be produced during
be quite low (typically 100 mA, 200 mV per thruster operation. The aim of the 500 hour
cell) but should still be adequate for the test cyclic lifetest is to dispel some of these.
purposes.

The ejection of xenon at high velocity, and

A great deal of mapping of the beam profile therefore high energy, can lead to sputter of

has been performed in an attempt to material from both the thruster and any
investigate the beam characteristics near to spacecraft surfaces within impingement

the thruster. The thruster was under distance.
laboratory supply control for the test. Again
the results are discussed in reference 3. A Thruster sputter tends to originate from the

sample of the profile at various axial screen and accelerator grids by one of two

distances from the thruster is shown in mechanisms. The first is impingement of

Figure 6. The ToF analyser was also checked xenon ions as they pass through the grid

out satisfactorily under thruster laboratory system. This is negligible for a well defined

supply operation, ion optic grid system such as the UK-10. The
greater problem arises from charge exchange
ions caused by the impact of fast ions with

Axial Distance slow neutral xenon downstream of the
25 cm thruster grids. There is a change of polarity to

SI fast neutrals and slow ions. The ions can then
SI return to the high negative voltage on the

E accelerator grid. The phenomena is more of a
I. 3  problem in a facility than in space because ofSthe higher pressure in the former.

i The diagnostics in the facility are intended to
Smeasure the sputter. The solar cells, QCM

S- and sputter monitors will measure theS -t5 -10 -5 0 5 10 15
W Horizontal oDstance (cm) deposition of sputtered material in an angular

separation around the thruster. The solar
cells and QCM will give a time history of

Figure 6 Sample Thruster Beam Profile change, i.e. their output will be measurable as
sputter builds up on the surface. The QCM

Three further additions to the facility have also gives a deposition rate output. It will not

been implemented to enhance the test process. be until the test is over, when the sputter

A water cooled inverted 'V beam dump has monitors are analysed, that the constituents

been installed at the downstream end of the of the sputtered material will be known. If it

facility to reduce sputter back to the thruster. is mainly from the grids then a high content

Two closed cycle helium cryopumps have been of molybdenum will be found. Other sources of

installed in the facility. The liquid helium sputtered material will include iron and

panels of the open loop cryopumps do not stainless steel from the facility and

therefore have to be operated. This will result aluminium from the probe system.
in a large reduction in future costs for test of
equipment in the facility. Finally a laser for The beam probe will measure the divergence
thruster alignment measurements was fixed of the beam downstream of the thruster.

external to the facility with a line of sight Beam divergence is also a factor determined

along the long axis to the thruster. Thruster by the grid system ion optics. The likelihood

alignment is measured using a combination of of impingement with spacecraft protuberances

absolute measurement and computer analysis. such as antennae and solar cells can be
assessed from the results. The relative portion
of Xe" ions is also measured. They have twice
the energy of Xe* and therefore a small
proportion is preferred. The Xe" ratio also
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effects the thrust level and efficiency of the a direct trade off to be made. Selection of the
thruster, and again a minimum value is most suitable option for further use can then
required. be made.

The test will be performed at a nominal 25
mN thrust level using the PSME and under 2.5 EMC Tests on UK-10 Thruster
PCCE control. The thrust cycle is
provisionally set at 3 hours On, 1 hour Off. The other main concern for the
The On period is related to expected implementation of ion thrusters on spacecraft
operational conditions, and the Off period is related to the ElectroMagnetic
allows the thruster to cool down to Compatibility (EMC) question. The fact that
representative levels. The Off time may have the thruster is a plasma device with a
to be varied if the thruster does not cool significant power input raises the question of
sufficiently during this period. An elongated it as a source of electromagnetic interference.
Off period will have to be performed at some In order to alleviate the problems two tests
instances to allow the cryopumps to be are proposed. These tests are to be performed
regenerated, on both the 2 grid and 3 grid versions of the

UK-10 thruster.
The total time for the 500 hour test is
expected to take between 6 and 8 weeks. This The first set of EMC testing will be performed
is accomplished by operating the system 24 by ERA Technology, a specialist RF services
hours a day, 7 days a week. The fully group in the UK They will be fitting
automated facility control system is designed measuring antennae to the inside of the test
to account for unattended operation. Many facility. The thruster will then be operated in
failsafes have been built into the vacuum its nominal mode and measurements of RF
controller, PCCE and diagnostics DAS. noise will be taken up to around 40 GHz.

Problems of reflections within the facility will
be removed by use of standard techniques

2.4 500 Hour Cyclic Lifetest on 3 Grid such as mode stirring.
UK-10

A similar range of frequency will then be
As mentioned above the design of the grid tested by Matra Marconi Space UK Ltd.,
system is critical to the amount of sputter and using a different test set up. The thruster will
beam divergence achieved. The current UK-10 be placed in a glass tube extension to the
two grid design has been satisfactory to date. vacuum facility. This allows the RF noise to
The use of a 3 grid ion optics set has been escape and be measured where it was
considered in the past due to the advantage of previously confined. The use of such a glass
an earthed decelerator grid to which the vessel requires a large safety operation, not
charge exchange ions cannot return with just from a personal safety point of view, but
significant energy, hence reducing sputter, also regarding the thruster.

Using codes developed at AEA Technology for Successful completion of the tests will indicate
ion optic design, a configuration for a 3 grid if potential interference problems exist from
system was produced, maintaining the the thruster to spacecraft. It should be noted
existing 2 grid parameters for the inner that this test does not look at problems of
screen and accelerator grids. The Intelsat PCCE emissions, as those are the concern of
contract specifically addresses the 3 grid the programme at Matra Marconi. In order to
system on a UK-10 thruster. There is a small reduce the effect of the PCCE conducted
amount of mechanical complexity involved in emissions down the power lines effort into
adding a third grid. Electrically a simple shielding of cabling and feedthroughs will be
connection to thruster reference ground made.
potential is all that is required.

A 500 hour cyclic test under the same 2.6 Long Duration Cyclic Test of UK-10
conditions as above for the 2 grid thruster is Thruster
planned. The comparison of solar cell, QCM,
sputter monitor, beam probe and ToF With confidence of the thrusters
measurements for the two options will allow contamination effects and EMC verified by
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the 500 hour and EMC tests the last stage is R.G. Montague, W.E.F.L. Moulford and

to show sustained long life cyclic operation of A.J. Pearce.

the thruster. This constitutes the final

segment of the current UK-10 test References

programme.
1. Evaluation and System Integration

A new thruster will be placed in the facility of the T5 Ion Thruster. A.R. Martin et al.

and connected to an Engineering Model (EM) CLM/RR/F1/33, Culham Laboratory Report,

PSME. It is intended that the Engineering AEA Technology.

Qualification Model of the PCCE will then be

connected up to the thruster from the outside 2. Compilation of a database relating

of the facility. to rare gas operation of a UK ion thruster.
A.R. Martin et al. CLM/RR/F1/7, Culham

The objective of the test is to show long term Laboratory Report, AEA Technology.

stable, repeatable operation of the UK-10
thruster. At present the test is scheduled to 3. The Advanced Propulsion Space

last 2000 hours. This is recognised as being Test Facilities at AEA Technology, Culham

insufficient for proving the operation of the Laboratory. M.S. Harvey et al. IEPC-91-153,

thruster for future spacecraft needs. Planning Viareggio, Italy, October 1991.

has therefore been started to allow for a

further 4000 hours of testing to take the total

up to 6000 hours.

During the long term testing diagnostic
measurements will again be taken of beam

characteristics to verify its operation.

3.0 TEST PROGRAMME COMPLETION

At the completion of the programme outlined

above it is expected that concerns over

thruster contamination, interactions and

electromagnetic compatibility will have been

reduced. In particular the long lifetest will

have shown that the UK-10 thruster has the

ability to perform the mission requirements of

spacecraft such as ARTEMIS and INTELSAT.
The reports produced during the programme

will provide a significant database on the UK-

10's performance and capabilities.
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